201310229
Jacquelin Estrada
At a busy intersection in Queens, a driver stopped his car in the crosswalk to let a bus turn in front
of him and found himself in the crosswalk when the light turned red. He tried to back the car up
through the crosswalk, but because people were already crossing, PO Jacqueline Estrada told him to
stop the car. She directed him to move the car to the curb, but the man refused, stating that she
should simply give him a ticket and let him be on his way. PO Estrada asked for his license and
registration. The man provided his registration but did not have his drivers’ license on him. PO
Estrada radioed for other officers to come to her assistance, and multiple officers responded.
Because the man would not move his car and could not provide a valid drivers’ license, he was
arrested. The woman in the passenger seat also could not provide a license, so the car could not be
released to her. PO Estrada drove the car to the precinct, where the man’s arrest for disorderly
conduct was processed. He was, eventually, identified as having a valid drivers’ license.
When asked if the car had been searched before being taken to the precinct, PO Estrada stated that
she had not searched the car and that she could not recall seeing anyone search the car. When her
sergeant was interviewed, however, he stated that he and PO Estrada together had searched the car.
He stated that it was policy to search cars for “weapons, drugs, or anything that could hurt officers.”
He confirmed that he had no reason to suspect, based on the encounter, that there were guns or
drugs in the car.
Because the search of the car was improper but taken in good faith, the CCRB substantiated the
allegations of an improper search by the sergeant and PO Estrada and recommended that they
receive instructions. It further found that PO Estrada had made a false official statement by
testifying that she had not searched the car nor seen anyone else do so.
The NYPD resolved the case by giving PO Estrada formalized training.

Interview Details

PO Mejia could not recall whether she saw PO Estrada have a conversation with
who was not arrested. She did not
hear PO Estrada or any other officer use any profanity in the presence of either civilian during this incident. PO Mejia did not
hear PO Estrada refer to
or
as an “asshole” or a “gringo” and she could not recall whether she heard PO
Estrada tell
to get her “ass” on the train. PO Mejia never heard PO Estrada say she was going to be a pain in the
“ass.” She heard no other officer make any of those statements. PO Mejia did not hear
ask PO Estrada for her name
and she did not hear PO Estrada provide her name to
PO Estrada’s nameplate and shield were visible during the
incident.
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Interview Details

April 8, 2014
201310229
Sgt. Jose Guzman
9:42 a m. 9:53 a m.



Sgt. Guzman, a Hispanic man who is 5’5’’ tall, weighs 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes, was 30 years old at the
time of the incident.
Sgt. Guzman worked from 1 p.m. to 9:57 p.m. as the Business Conditions sergeant. He was responsible for ensuring vendors
were properly licensed and that stores did not have problems with each other. Sgt. Guzman worked alone, was dressed in
uniform and was assigned to unmarked RMP
a black sedan.

Memo Book
 Sgt. Guzman had no memo book entries in regard to this incident.
CCRB Statement
Sgt. Jose Guzman was interviewed at the CCRB on April 8, 2014 about the incident that occurred at approximately 4:31 p m. on
October 28, 2013 in the vicinity of
in Queens.
At the time of this incident, Sgt. Guzman was exiting the 115th Precinct stationhouse when he heard a radio call by PO Jacqueline
Estrada, who was requesting several units to the vicinity of
in regard to a disorderly man who
was blocking traffic and refusing to move his vehicle. The call was not referred to by PO Estrada as a “10-85,” but she did request
several units, which made the request be considered a “10-85.” Sgt. Guzman headed to the location. Upon his arrival, several
unidentified officers, approximately six, who had arrived in approximately three or four marked vehicles, were already there. PO
Guzman does not know PO Sonia Mejia or PO Quanah Stroman. One of the vehicles was directly behind the car that was
blocking traffic and one was directly to the right of the car that was blocking traffic. Since there was no room for Sgt. Guzman to
park his car at the scene, he had to park across the street and approach on foot.
Sgt. Guzman approached PO Estrada and asked if she was okay, but PO Estrada did not respond. She was speaking with her
sergeant, Sgt. Tyler Ehrlein, and the driver of the vehicle that was still blocking traffic, identified via investigation as
was still seated in the driver’s seat, but Sgt. Guzman could not recall whether anyone else was inside the
car. He did not recognize
upon reviewing her CCRB photo. Sgt. Guzman believed the other officers there were
likely directing traffic, which was backed up since
car was blocking the entire intersection. This incident took place
in a very commercial area. There is a man train station and bus depot nearby, as well as many businesses. Pedestrian traffic was
identified as “incredible.” Sgt. Guzman identified this as likely one of the busiest areas within the confines of the 115th Precinct.
Sgt. Guzman could not recall the conversation that was taking place between PO Estrada, Sgt. Ehrlein and
but he
believed PO Estrada was explaining what was going on to Sgt. Ehrlein. Sgt. Guzman, who had been ignored, realized that the
scene was under control and there was no need for him to be there. He reentered his car and left the scene after having been
present for approximately two minutes. He later heard over the radio that an arrest was made in regard to this incident.
Sgt. Guzman had no interactions with
or
. He did not hear PO Estrada use any profanity at the scene.
Sgt. Guzman heard no civilian ask PO Estrada for her name and he did not hear PO Estrada provide her name to any civilian
there.
car never moved while Sgt. Guzman was at the scene and he did not know what happened to it. Sgt. Guzman
saw no officer enter
car and did not do so himself.
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